11.1. Checkpoint \#2: Execution {#s0010}
===============================

You have finally got the cash to start-up, your *action plan* is all worked out, and momentum has built to a crescendo so that nothing can stop you now. No more toying with all sorts of possibilities in the head. You are ready for BIZ-NESS. What you do now either makes or breaks the venture.

Before the excitement overcomes you, it is pragmatic to recognize biomed start-ups have a propensity to falter, lapse into living dead and finally disintegrate. Below I propose six common reasons why I think they fail: a.Improper implementation.b.Financial imprudence.c.Over focus on S&T.d.Poor business decisions especially over-extending.e.Inflexibility to adapt.f.Competition appreciation neglect.

11.1.1. Implement Wisely {#s0015}
------------------------

Once the euphoria of opening for business dies down, the reality that you have a lot to do will set in. You are probably impatient to get going and show your mettle. Emotions can get the better of you, for example being rushed into making a major dollar purchase because a salesperson made an offer that should not be refused but turned out badly, or facing a delay in one of your work schedules. These are some episodes that can lead you to make further poor decisions and responses that are inappropriate, upsetting the implementation of your *action plan*. Mistakes are easy to make and you are human. But getting out of such situations may not be easy because you may go through self-denial, justify your actions, or come up with some other excuse. Therefore, you may leave it too late to take corrective measures and the consequences may be an unrecoverable lapse into ruin.

The implementation of a plan requires strict discipline. So, in order to go forward, you need to first ensure any *elation hangover* is curtailed immediately. Reel in your bravado and check it at the door of common sense. Next follow your *action plan* because that was thought out at a time when you were sensible, emotion-neutral and thorough. If you are a business novice or virgin, do not permit the business theories you may have come across and all the advice you have been bombarded with to date to crowd your thoughts.

Implement accordingly. As stated in Chapter 5, "real-time" situational awareness takes precedence over the plan *once the rubber hits the road*. Assess, evaluate and respond as the situation dictates. Most decisions do not require a nanosecond response. Seek counsel from your advisors, ask for more pertinent and updated information, discuss with your team before making an informed decision. Then act. It may be a simple matter of buying a few laboratory stools for your staff to sit on when doing an assay in the clean room or controlled area. Sometimes cheap does not mean a good buy. How heavy is the stool or can it be cleaned easily, and can the stool's material withstand constant contact with the cleaning agents? Making a poor choice could mean replacement of the stool frequently that may impact on work progress. Little things matter.

11.1.2. Exercise Financial Prudence {#s0020}
-----------------------------------

The key to survival and growth for a start-up (or for any business, even mature ones) is to spend sparingly, or as the *seasoned entrepreneur* who helped BRASS make the connection with NAMSA puts it, "exercise asset parsimony". An observation I also made and learnt from Khoon Seng when he was operations manager at SVM was how carefully he utilized company funds even though he was not a shareholder of SVM. All spending had to have some reasonable justification that contributed to the company's interests, be it directly or indirectly. Whenever research grants or barter trade in terms of facilities or equipment were available, that was used first.

Succinctly, spend wisely in setting-up your company with the limited cash resources at hand. Continue this way of spending even when you succeed and resist the enticement to do a grand overhaul when you arrive business-wise and financially.

11.1.3. Focus on Your Product not S&T {#s0025}
-------------------------------------

This has been touched on in Chapters 1 and 6Chapter 1Chapter 6, and cannot be stressed enough. The practical aspects of product development must be your focus. You have to manage your scientific team well to continually direct their attention on the product. When valid reasons occur for necessary sidetracks into science for addressing an issue that impacts on the product, support it and monitor it. This is why you have to be hands-on and not let the scientific team handle the product development unsupervised. At times you will have to play referee between science and manufacturing. Do not rush, listen to both parties, make the decision and *explain thoroughly* on how you arrived at that position, especially to the side that has to compromise the most.

11.1.4. Make Good Business Decisions Especially Checking Overextension {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Business decisions come in all imaginable permutations. They impact short-term, long-term, financial wellbeing and the survival of your enterprise. While I preach a lot about financial prudence, and in truth all decisions will eventually be financial ones, do not let that be your only reference when making a business decision.

For example, when BRASS was planning to relocate to a new facility, 8000 square feet was the planned space requirement. The new location met that requirement but an additional 2000 square feet of space was also available. The additional space could be utilized for new developments in the pipeline (at least 1 year down the road).

*Prudence* would dictate BRASS stick to the original plan of 8000 square feet. A *calculated risk* would prescribe BRASS to take up the additional square footage that would probably be idle for 2 years. BRASS settled for the *calculated risk* since paying the cost for the space was financially manageable.

The other caution about poor business decisions is again on S&T. A piece of science is a wonderful thing that can go in many directions. Settling on one product to develop may be your focus, but trying out other pipeline products simultaneously can be at the back of your mind since my comment about *one hit wonders* may nag at you constantly. If you permit this to gnaw at your subconscious, it can unwittingly lead to "starting" little exploratory "product" projects, leading to overextending your capabilities, resources, and loss of focus. Product development can relapse into further research with undefined outcomes resulting in a financial overstretch and eventually to business demise. Get the main, single job done first. Monitor all other activities. Curtail, halt and cancel all exploratory work when you have to.

11.1.5. Yet be Flexible {#s0035}
-----------------------

It has been said, "in adversity there is opportunity". Let's not get philosophical. When you open for business, you can be confronted with opportunities that you did not anticipate regardless of whether it's an economic downturn or upturn, where you are in the product lifecycle, or whether the science is in vogue or not. Do not be rigid and stick to your *action plan* disregarding "easy pickings" right in front of you. Your job as the entrepreneur is to be constantly on the lookout for unanticipated circumstances or opportunity and *act on what others do not see, cannot find, don't do or won't do*.

Let me use another BRASS example. The initial plan was to set up our capability to offer testing and consulting services. Once we obtained our ISO9001 certification and IEC guide-25 accreditation, we were ready for business. The first BRASS-accredited test was the endotoxin test. The target clientele was dialysis centers, as Singapore by law required dialysis water to be tested for endotoxin and chemistry on a regular basis. We spoke to the dialysis centers in Singapore. One dialysis center chain had a regular tests service provider and was change averse. A smaller dialysis center chain and other dialysis clinics had an issue of liaising with two service providers, one for endotoxin testing the other for chemistry, impacting their already busy workload. BRASS had no chemistry capability at the time. But we knew we could sub-contract. Consequently, BRASS tied-up with an accredited chemistry testing laboratory and presented our bundling solution to the smaller dialysis center chain and the dialysis clinics. The nurses in charge readily accepted the *gift from heaven*, and we were off to the races.

Removing the task of liaising with two service providers may appear insignificant to most, but from the clients' staff perspective it was, because priority was for patient care and ensuring that the dialysis equipment was operational. BRASS also reminded its clients a week ahead when the next test was scheduled, a value-add service for them. Eventually, BRASS converted most of the dialysis clinics in Singapore to use its service. You will also notice that BRASS did not disparage the small size of this business and continued to provide the best service it could.

A year later the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) crisis descended on Singapore and other parts of the world. All the medical labs were overloaded with clinical testing. No prizes for guessing who was there (by referral from the dialysis clinics BRASS serviced) to take up the slack in non-critical but still essential endotoxin and chemistry testing.[i](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} This one opportunity also led BRASS to be noticed by industry players for our endotoxin and other subsequent tests offering, permitting BRASS to grow.

Being alert and amenable in customizing a solution to a need led to the way forward. Be a ferret. Continually be on the lookout. Others may let *status quo* rule but it's a great friend of the *runway* entrepreneur.

11.1.6. Be Alert {#s0040}
----------------

Described in Chapter 4, competition for BRASS was effectively non-existent in Singapore at the time of conception. But that did not last forever. After the Singapore government announced the biomed initiative in 2000, BRASS still had a relatively comfortable local environment to maneuver in. BRASS continued to focus on building its tests offerings, client base, and regionally representing two Global companies. As time passed, BRASS also began to be attractive as a mid-term sub-contractor to several clients. Due to one of the quirks of the biomed industry, once a sub-contractor is qualified, changing to another sub-contractor is difficult, as it would involve additional costs and time. Being "the first kid on the block" was an advantage to BRASS. But once you make inroads, you begin to get noticed. This is where concerns about competition can start to become a preoccupation. Rather than be obsessed, BRASS decided to continue its own growth plan and let the competition "fire the first salvo".

In recent times, two heavyweights operating in Singapore dealing in other areas of testing and regulatory matters woke up to the increasing local activity in biomed. With bigger wallets, they rival BRASS's offerings with a more comprehensive and cost-attractive range. Others with similar types of business are exploring laboratory testing to diversify their portfolio. You can sigh, get upset, be annoyed, but this must only be momentary. Ultimately, you have to react, the sooner the better. BRASS's response was to re-invent itself by focusing on its core capabilities. BRASS's business continues to grow, even in economically tough times. For BRASS, the decision to stay its course even though it is a frigate in a sea of battleships and cruisers was correct.

The lesson here is that you have to be realistic that others will come into your space. Don't be overconfident and never underestimate competitors, known and yet to emerge. Be aware of their expertise and the resource potential these challengers may have and can muster. The key to managing competition is to continually improve and innovate yourself in order to be ready to respond instantaneously.

In summary, beware that the scales are tipped against you as a *runway* start-up. Be vigilant to the six possible causes for enterprise tailspin described above and others I am sure you will encounter.

11.2. Sand Through the Hourglass {#s0045}
================================

The *hourglass* analogy is apt for a start-up. Like the grains of sand that start trickling down into the lower half the moment the hourglass is set on a level surface, the countdown for your start-up enterprise commences the moment you sign the first check. The cash will seem to you as depleting exponentially from then on. Its not how many checks you sign, it's what's in the company's bank account. A list of expenditures you never anticipated uncomfortably appears. As there is only so much sand in the upper half trickling down to the bottom half, so is the amount of funds you have. Utmost in your mind is that you cannot run out of funds before your product is on the market or your first service generates revenue.

In Chapter 7, I related how the (low) six-figure start-up capital for BRASS was assembled. Total only the rental and the salary of three staff for 1 year, and you immediately realize that more than half of those funds had already been accounted for. Include the purchase of supplies to carry out the lab work and you could well use up all your start-up capital quite quickly. This is a sobering awareness.

To reiterate, the key to successfully maneuvering through the initial 6 to 12 months is: 1.Implement your *action plan* well, making adjustments at regular intervals as inputs indicate. Manage all the tasks you have to execute well.2.Act and make decisions like you have no money in the bank! Use the funds you do have properly.3.Continue to source for funds. That way, if you receive a new injection of funds, you can turn your *hourglass* over, i.e. you "buy" more time.

For BRASS, this was achieved by: 1.Implementation of the *action plan:* a.Revised and improved existing quality manual with the assistance of a consultant (with government funding). Implemented and practiced the procedures to demonstrate competency followed by applying to be certified and accredited.b.Hire staff, train and assign duties. Getting the first test on-line.c.Make contact with physicians and industry for possible consulting jobs.2.Incubator: Where possible, leveraged on resources available at the incubator facilities instead of purchasing own equipment.3.Continued trading activities.4.Continued to source for new investors.

The above example for a service can be (and was) achieved within a year. For a product, executing a plan similar to Figure 10.1 can also bring you quite far along in 12 months. Get going intelligently.

11.3. Operations {#s0050}
================

Operations are about managing day-to-day activities, taking into account your strategic goals. List the important activities and prioritize them. Let's focus on a products example.

Product development is your key priority. Sub-contracting was discussed in Chapter 10 and requires no further elaboration. For the own facility option: if you had opted to develop, test and pass your prototype with a sub-contractor, this should be completed by the time your facility is ready. If you had chosen to wait and develop the prototype in-house, your first concern is very project management oriented, setting up your facility. Following the order developed in Figure 10.1, this equates to settling on the site, renovating and equipping the facility to bring it operational. Again, site considerations, renovations and equipping the facility were addressed in Chapter 10.

Once your facility is commissioned, there will a period of "settling in" as you develop a routine for all components of manufacturing to be "fully operational". Many issues will definitely arise when you develop your prototype in-house and/or your first product line goes through a pilot production run. This process may take up to 18 to 24 months to achieve, after which your operations should settle down to a more routine workflow. At that stage, you probably will begin revising your operational workflow to include a second product line as the first product is in the testing and regulatory submission process. If prototyping for the second product is to be carried out, you will have to isolate this work in order not to interfere with the main production activities of the first product line.

Setting up and implementing your QS that incorporates manufacturing will take time. Start running through and practicing as many of the activities that will be carried out once your facility is ready. Only after an initial break-in period is over and work becomes streamlined will you be able to finalize and harmonize all activities. You will also need to figure out raw materials purchasing, inventory control, shipping, sales tracking, post-market surveillance, etc. All are requirements of most regulatory compliant certification systems. This should get you ready for audit to be certified.

A facility and accompanying QS is both a burden and an asset. It costs, and it takes a lot of effort to maintain the facility operational and the QS current. But you have direct control in manufacturing your own products, and you can also become a sub-contractor for others who want to develop medical devices, opening you to business opportunities that can improve your *cash flow*, turning a burden into an asset. Ensure no conflicts of interest exist between your own and the contractee's products.

On the administrative side, the major matters you will have to sort out are finance, marketing, sales, IT and HR.

For finance you have to implement some form of *cash flow* automated monitoring for you to keep track of accounts receivable, as well as your monthly payment commitments. Your marketing and sales activities should parallel your product's progress. Your HR matters are chiefly payroll, health plans and workman's compensation. Finally, ensure you keep up with changing industrial and labor laws, and other issues pertinent to your industry.

Business insurance, particularly product liability insurance, has to be active when your product enters the testing or regulatory submission phase.

Determine the bank where you plan to have your account. You may already be using a local bank and that is fine for routine stuff. However, you may wish to consider a more global bank that can assist you in international transactions, especially when dealing with foreign currency and other trade conditions specific to individual countries. A bank with branches or active business in the country where your products are sold can facilitate many transactions.

11.4. *Cash Flow* is King {#s0055}
=========================

A company operates on the following equation: $$\begin{array}{ll}
\mathit{Cash\ flow} & {= \text{Cash\ in\ Bank} + \text{new\ funds} + \text{revenue}–\text{expenditure}} \\
 & {= \text{Survival}\left( \text{and\ later\ growth} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

If you have ever balanced a checkbook you are qualified to manage *cash flow*. *Cash flow* is about having enough money in your bank account on a regular basis. DO NOT subscribe to an overdraft facility. You start with cash in the bank from your first round fund raising, but that depletes quickly as you have many expenditures to cover. You have to continue soliciting for new funds and collect invoices (revenue) due.

Your primary goal is never to let the cash in the bank go below the minimum sum that you will have to pay for the monthly service fees that can add up to be quite hefty for a small outfit. For example, many banks require a balance of \$10,000.00 below which a service fee of \$25.00 per month is charged. While \$600.00 annually may appear nominal to you, it is \$600.00 you don't have to pay for what you need. Furthermore, what you should be doing is working to increase that minimum balance to a point where you no longer need to be concerned about it.

BRASS was spending rapidly at the outset. I had to seek a periodic injection of funds from my shareholders. I was always concerned about meeting monthly payments in the first 2 years. As business picked up, the monthly payments to suppliers also increased, adding stress. Only in the third year did the situation stabilize to the point where collection of revenue (that is different from generating revenue) matched the expenditure. In year 4, the monthly collection amounts coming in surpassed the monthly expenditure and that was a relief. Today, the present team manages the funds differently. Suffice to say that they no longer experience the monthly desperation I felt in the early years. The *take home* lesson is for you to be prudent with the cash you have from the first check you sign. You achieve this by the following three actions.

11.4.1. Spend Like a Pauper, Hoard as a Miser {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------

As an academic, utilizing funds from research grants is straightforward. You use research funds relatively freely according to the budget until the limit is reached; you do not pay salary for yourself, your students and staff. The institution also takes care of the upkeep of facilities such as paying for utilities and maintenance. In a *runway* enterprise, you must change that mindset immediately. To maintain positive *cash flow*, watch your spending. Ensure that any expenditure is necessary and you have the best of three quotes (you need not settle for the lowest as long as you justify). This often restricts you to settle for practical rather than fancy.

The other aspect is when funds, especially revenue, start flowing in, to not be extravagant. Your primary goal during this stage is to build your cash reserve. This is because there will be poor revenue months. The economy could also slip into a recession. You want to have reserves that can pay for salaries, rental, utilities and other expenses for at least 1 year. Remember the famous Morton Salt statement "When it rains, it pours®". Conserve your funds.

11.4.2. Debt Collection {#s0065}
-----------------------

Invoices have a stated payment due date that is normally 30 or 45 days from the date of invoice. There are clients who pay ahead of time, those that pay on time, others who delay until reminded, and the ones who default. You will have to learn which of your clients belong to which group and respond accordingly.

Some of the payment trends that I noted about BRASS clients were: 1.Big companies are usually good paymasters as they have a payment process that they follow. The only time there are hitches is when their accounts department do not receive the invoices by the cut-off date. To avoid this, you have to follow up with the recipient of service in that organization to approve the payment for work completed by you and forward your invoice to their accounts department. This observation applies to some big companies in nearby countries as well, and in this instance you can be more flexible in collection; but if the sum is large, it is still wise to collect upfront.2.Smaller companies and lower invoiced amounts are generally slower to be collected. They may face a *cash flow* challenge themselves and place a priority in paying off the larger debts first as those are normally more critical to their operations.3.Defaulters tend to be first and one-time clients.

Some of the practices that were instituted in BRASS as we learnt the reality of debt collection were: 1.Require first time customers to pay upfront prior to release of test reports or goods until they build up their credibility (usually a 6-month period), i.e. pay on time and in full.2.Overseas customers pay in full before test reports or goods are sent. No exceptions.3.Once an invoice is created; you are entitled to the money.4.No amount is too small NOT to collect.5.Request, persuade and, finally, demand. Legal action is not a last resort unless the fees (usually cumulative) you pay your lawyer are significantly less than what you can collect (a threshold factor is at least 10 times).6.Review on a constant basis. This is why the monthly statements especially the accounts receivables (AR) are vital.

The practices, observations and rules came about over an extended period. Some were straightforward to realize, others took time to evolve. For example BRASS only got serious about debt collection when *cash flow* became increasingly difficult after the first round of funds was almost depleted. BRASS began focus on debt collection from an unexpected incident.

My staff Marie Chan sustained a hairline fracture in an ankle on a sales call. Once the medical matter was settled, she had to rest at home for 3 months. Knowing we were short staffed (only two in the lab), she asked how she could help from home. I gave her the AR and she started calling our clients to pay our invoices. She was so good at it that when she returned, I turned all finance matters over to her and she did a fantastic job until she left the company.[ii](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} She controlled our spending, negotiated for great deals in purchases, and managed our own payments well. She trained as an applied chemist, but definitely her talent and skills were elsewhere.

In hindsight, it was obvious, but as a scientist paying attention to setting up and running operations, obvious was not as apparent as supposed. I recommend you pay close attention to debt collection at least in the first 2 years, and subsequently monitor on a regular basis.

11.4.3. Paying Your Creditors {#s0070}
-----------------------------

The flip side of debt collection is paying your creditors.

Some of the practices that were instituted in BRASS as we learnt the reality of paying our creditors were: 1.Some creditors had to be paid on time, period. I struggled at times to meet this and used my own funds or persuaded a shareholder to meet a few deadlines. In these instances, the client's payments were coming in but did not meet the invoice deadlines of our creditors. Reimbursement of the short-term "loan" was immediate upon receipt of funds.2.Government agencies were straightforward. They imposed fines automatically when the deadline was reached. They are however flexible and at times compassionate. Let me recount one episode.[iii](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} When your staff number exceeded 10 persons, the rule was you had to switch from hardcopy to electronic submission. Ignorance is not supposed to be an excuse but I went in to discuss with an officer of this agency who was kind enough to waive the penalty fee and gave me a *grace* period to rectify the issue as it was the first occurrence for BRASS.3.Some creditors were flexible (that you could stretch) in payment time.4.On rare occasions, you delay payment and hope for the best.

What I eventually worked out was a detailed monthly projection of the expenses I had to pay and revenue that could be reasonably expected to be collected in the month. It is good to pay according to a fixed procedure exemplified as follows. 1.Have all payments passed (document trail to verify the expenditure that is normally checked during an annual audit) and checks prepared a week before the end of the month.2.Send out on or before the due date.

Another lesson learnt was to build goodwill in good times to see you through lean spells. In the early days, many local creditors insisted on payment within 30 days with no compromise. When BRASS became more *cash flow* stable, BRASS established a history of paying on time. Subsequently, on rare occasions when BRASS had a big expenditure to meet, I sought their understanding for a 1 or 2 months' delay in payment. Other times, I offered to pay the invoice partially until our mini crisis was over. This was amicably accepted. The caveat is that you have to make good and resume to being a good paymaster when your short crisis is passed.

Finally, some recommended practices about handling money: 1.Check all payment claims are in order and correct.2.Before you sign a check or make payment, ensure the payee and amounts match the invoice or claims form. This is very important when only a single signatory is required for payment approval.3.When you pay yourself, have the payment claim approved by another director and have the alternate signatory sign the check when possible. A company's funds are not yours unless and until paid to you in the proper way.4.Similarly, when you extend funds to the company on a short-term basis, have a photocopy of your check indicated as such, the purpose recorded and approved by another director.5.All financial records are confidential, accessed only by authorized personnel and kept locked similar to the archive practices in a quality system.

11.5. Managing HR Assets {#s0075}
========================

This is probably the trickiest aspect of running a business. In almost all other aspects of a business, you can size up the situation quickly, respond appropriately and promptly. Human resource is different. It takes time to recruit, train, and for a person to fit in and get into the groove of an operation. Handling human beings is difficult at best and can be exasperating at times. With experience you may get better, but by then you will have an HR manager to handle that for you.

11.5.1. The No One is Indispensable Rule {#s0080}
----------------------------------------

My first rule of managing HR assets is what I learnt as an 18-year-old recruit in the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF). You are trained that in battle, casualties will occur. Who that casualty was, what the casualty's rank was, is insignificant. You or someone else on the ground must take over the role of the casualty and continue the mission. My SAF lesson \#3 is: *no one is indispensable*.

From the CEO down to the lowest ranked staff, be prepared to replace. Never be held ransom by anyone who believes the organization will fold without their participation. Be decisive. It is never a pleasant task, but as the boss, you have to remove staff when the action is right and for the good of the organization. A staff that does not fit will also affect your morale, the team's morale, and the work performance of the team may suffer and you cannot afford that. I have asked loyal staff to leave when their continued employment was detrimental to the organization, and dismissed senior hires when they don't fit. Some staff may develop a *prima donna* complex after some time in the organization that can be toxic. Such is a possible consequence of a small organization. If you can no longer manage them, you have to remove them. Make your own judgment. At times you may have to be patient until what you have noticed is confirmed, but when the opportunity arises, do it immediately.

Know your staff's capabilities and limitations. If you cannot find good and competent staff and must settle, ensure that the deliverables are listed and are met within a time line.

Realize also that most staff will be with you for between 3 and 5 years, especially the younger ones (Singapore context). Today, most people are about chasing and fulfilling personal dreams and goals. Prepare for this. Build a system that takes into account that there will be regular changes in staffing. This does not mean redundancy in job scopes, but it does mean that another staff can cover duties for a period of up to 3 months to give you time to hire and train a new person.

11.5.2. Lead {#s0085}
------------

When you are the *runway* entrepreneur, you lead, you command and you manage your staff. At times you have to motivate them with bonuses, opportunities, and by training them to do their job well. Before promoting your staff, confirm that they not only can perform well, but they can also lead others and be good team players. There are those who are uncomfortable or reluctant to lead and only want to do the job well. Find alternate ways to credit the contribution of staff who do not want to be promoted. Keep your pulse on the morale of the team. Know when to step in and when to let matters handle themselves.

When you empower your staff, they must have the assurance that you will back them up. Mistakes will be made, and how you handle them will determine whether your staff will improve and grow or become a drain on your organization.

Sometimes you are the complaints or counseling bureau to your people. Make yourself available to listen to work or personal concerns and issues. You cannot solve every matter and you must make decisions based on the welfare of the whole organization and all staff, not just the person who brought up the problem. You have to be seen to be fair by all and to all, at all times.

11.5.3. About Interns and Student Attachments {#s0090}
---------------------------------------------

One form of "cheap labor" is to have students from universities and technical colleges attached to your facilities for several months, either as interns or attachments (they differ in degree of commitment in time and allowance). I list some of the following points for consideration.

The good: 1.You have "hands" to augment your small HR force.2.You help train the "workforce" from which some could become your future staff.3.You build relations with other institutions.4.Some of your "trainees" who join the workforce after graduation may be your future clients.

The bad: 1.Your staff may be further stretched if they have to supervise "transient trainees".2.You may have "duds and troublemakers". Pre-selection interviews do not always guarantee you get good trainees. Other times, you accept any student as part of professional relationship management.3.Confidentiality is an issue that requires careful compartmentalization.4.Some of your "trainees" could eventually end up working for your competitors.

You will have to weigh the value of these programs to your organization. You have flexibility in the number you take in and their scope of duties. It also depends on where you are in your execution plan. If at a critical stage, it is wise not to take on a responsibility that will distract your staff. It is best to discuss with your team, since they are likely to supervise the trainees.

11.6. Handling Vendors and Sub-contractors {#s0095}
==========================================

Apart from the financial aspect discussed earlier, vendors and sub-contractors must be managed constantly. For example, whether they deliver services or goods for your operations on time, repair or calibrate your instruments and equipment well, etc. all impact on your overall operations and performance. Keep the good, discard and find replacements for the bad. Listen and understand what the market says about your vendors and sub-contractors. Discern that the information is credible, because sometimes rumors abound to discredit competition. Ensure you continue to receive competitive pricing. Accept reasonable price increases year on year. You should not accept an agreement you cannot terminate with appropriate notice.

You can change unresponsive vendors. There was a logistics company that was adamant that BRASS paid upfront for every shipment generated. I felt at the time this was an inconvenience, as I had to sign a check every time BRASS wanted to ship an item. We had already demonstrated for over a year that we could pay and requested a consolidated monthly invoice. A couple of weeks later, the regional vice-president for sales of their rival showed up and agreed to accept those terms. This alternate vendor got BRASS's business despite the subsequent persistent efforts of the original vendor to accept my proposed terms to retrieve the business. I was really unhappy about their adamant attitude in not accommodating a reasonable request. The lesson is to not let policies be so inflexible that your people forget that goodwill may be beneficial for business.

11.7. Establishing Enterprise Credibility {#s0100}
=========================================

Your aspirations can only be fulfilled by first having a reliable operation in place. Forget about all else. If you do not get this right, the rest does not matter. You do not survive long without building your enterprise's credibility. You do this by adopting some or all of the following practices and adding more to the list yourself. 1.Practice until near perfect. If manufacturing, make the process flawless. Your goal is to ensure all your procedures give you a good product. For example, keeping your bioburden (potential contamination) to a minimal in your facility.2.Refine towards perfection. Know that you never reach perfection, so keep refining.3.Pace yourself. You have finite resources, and you are in a marathon, not a 100 meter sprint.4.Fix things that go wrong immediately.5.Address all inquiries and complaints within 24hours and no more than 48hours.6.Do not take on more than you can handle. Overloading will show eventually in substandard products or services and can be the beginning of your downfall.7.Maintaining expectations is harder than getting there. Find ways to challenge your people and yourself.8.Build your own identity that separates you from your competitors. In marketing terms this is called differentiation.

11.8. Managing Expectations {#s0105}
===========================

This is perhaps the most challenging aspect of running an enterprise. Everyone has needs, wants and goals. I believe you cannot prioritize any category, i.e. they require equal attention. The best you can do is to systematically cater to all as evenhandedly as you can. Staff has been addressed earlier. Two other groups require comment: customers and shareholders.

11.8.1. Customers {#s0110}
-----------------

The maxim "the customer is always right" has to be treated with caution. Clients want the best at the least cost. Clients can move on if you cannot satisfy their wants. Where possible you should try and satisfy your customers. But there may be situations when going all out to please your customers is not in your best interest.

You are in the biomed business. For a product, remember that your product was created to meet needs, not wants. You have to explain well the difference your product makes to patient care. Always focus on the virtues and merits of your product, do not talk down your competitor's. You should set a limit on the amount of training you will provide on your product and the number of trial samples you supply. You also have to know the extent you can drop the product price.

The recurrent client issue that BRASS has faced the most is on test failures. Most times it is easier to fault sub-contractors. You have to accept this fact and be patient in walking your client through why their tests failed and demonstrate that the problem source was at the origin and not at BRASS. Because BRASS's operations follow an accredited way of working, there is enough evidence to support this assertion. But you still have to handle every incident well with tact. You are unlikely to be 100% faultless all the time.

Where possible, build client loyalty with your work or product performance, not on pricing or other gimmicks.

11.8.2. Shareholders {#s0115}
--------------------

Your shareholders have rights because they gave you the funds. They support you and you are obligated to keep them informed. You can do this by keeping in touch informally when possible. Most times, a formal setting such as at AGMs (Annual General Meeting) or quarterly briefings is appropriate. On such occasions, provide an update, explaining the financial status and progress forthrightly.

As time progresses and as the venture is progressing well, you may have to change your style. This is when you have to cater to expectations of dividend payout and update them on your plans for their exit, if they so wish.

11.9. Board of Directors and Scientific Advisory Board: A Revisit {#s0120}
=================================================================

As stated in Chapter 6, you are most likely the only director of the company. But as your company grows, the needs will change. As you build your company, you should consider assembling a board of directors that can help you both in running the growing business, as well as in building the image of your company. Good directors can help you achieve bigger goals. Look for candidates you can trust from various backgrounds and experience. Ask around, seek recommendations and invite referrals. Persuade them if you have to, anyone good will have a busy schedule. Making it worth their while is not just about money as people at that level have more than enough. Some may wish to make a positive contribution to local businesses. Others may like to champion a cause for perhaps national pride or to give back to society. You may offer share options, but keep the director fees and claimable expenses modest.

For example, the present BRASS board consists of two members. The chairman of the board is a seasoned businessman in the construction industry. The in-country director is a retired CEO who successfully ran the Asian operations of a large engineering company for many years and was also involved in a successful start-up venture. A financial expert oversees the finance of BRASS, reporting to the directors. Both board members and the financial expert are paid fees that are well below market rate. All are paid an annual profit-linked bonus. The in-country director also brought in a prominent local businesswoman who was once in charge of the Singapore operations of an international IT company to be a mentor to the BRASS general manager. She insisted on a *pro bono* arrangement. The point is, sincere people who want to make a difference are available. Your job is to seek out established people who are looking for opportunities to make a difference.

Working with a board may not be straightforward. The board may not agree with you in some instances. If you retain a seat on the board, you will have to lobby and persuade your board members to get their support, especially in major decisions. Conversely, a board that rubber-stamps your wishes may be detrimental to your endeavors. In my case, I stepped down from the board because I was confident the board members would look after BRASS's interests. My main role is to inform and at times explain the board's decisions and actions to the shareholders. This leaves me to pursue new challenges without conflicts of interest.

You only set up a Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) if the science in your organization grows and there are funds (usually partially sponsored by government grants) to commit to R&D. Until your outfit is financially strong enough to sponsor up to 75% of any R&D and begin to do interesting and better still, pioneering science, resist the desire or pressure from others to create a SAB. Setting up a SAB can be intense. You want to have leaders in the research field, and they are difficult to recruit. Why would they want to lend their reputation to a small outfit unless you know them personally? Even then it has to be in their interest to come on board. If you continue as a private entity, my recommendation is not to bother. Only if you consider listing your company should you toy with a SAB.

11.10. Towards Success {#s0125}
======================

When you are operational, there are more issues to handle on a daily basis. As you move from a less than five-person operation to a greater than ten-person entity, the amount of attention you have to place on activities will become intense. You will have to identify those to whom you can delegate responsibilities to help you run the company. The good news is that you are more than on the way to success. The bad news is that this is where many falter and commence a downward spiral they do not recover from. Why? 1.The *initial success bug* bites you and the "I can do all things now" mode infects you. Overconfidence is an enemy of success. It does not hit you all at once; it eases itself in and is hard to spot. It may cause you to abandon the cautious methodical process you have adopted that got you through the first stage. You need to maintain this all the way to true success (refer to Chapter 13).2.By now you are used to leading, i.e. telling everyone else what to do. You know what's best. Don't kid yourself! This is when you are in more danger of lapsing into arrogance. Everybody loves a winner, but not too many will have the same sentiment for an *obnoxious winner*.3.The consequence of growing is specialization. Compartmentalization is unavoidable when you are transiting from start-up to a corporate mode of action. The best thing I did for BRASS when it started making good profits was to remove myself from the company and let a seasoned businessman hold the reins. He set a structure in place. When I returned in 2009, there was an admin department with an HR executive and a finance clerk. A sales department interacted with operations. Operations had various sub-units organized around the work done. Today, that structure has been further refined. You require structure when you grow, the extent depending on the pace of growth. This pace has to match your cash position.4.You are known for one product, and when you grow, one product type. If you change category, or add new categories, your fortunes can change in an unfavorable direction. People know you for who you are. Stick with your identity and learn how to capitalize on it. This is about establishing and maintaining your business differentiation.[@bib1] Remember who you are. My task in 2009 was to revitalize the science in BRASS. I changed the logo from a medical device theme to a more bio-based (a DNA double helix strand adorns the logo) format. Call this intuition because I had no idea BRASS would be more bio-pharmaceutical focused today. BRASS continued to progress because old and new clients know and rely on BRASS's foundation, science. Your focus can shift from medical device to bio-pharmaceuticals as long as you ensure your base maintains its strength and heritage.5.Finally, always remember that you are only as good as your last sale (the business equivalent of the academic "you are as good as your last publication"). You have to grow your business. But in a manner that makes sense for your business as suggested above.

In conclusion, initiative in starting a business is necessary, but getting the business to the point it is on the world stage is the final goal. There is some way to go yet. Real World Lessons LearntGeneral1.Take care of your bizness.2.Micromanage at the start.3.Manage expectations.Specific1.The clock is ticking, do not slack or rest on any laurels.2.Manage your *cash flow*.3.Execute to meet milestones.Quote for the Chapter""With time and patience, the mulberry leaf becomes satin.With time and patience the mulberry leaf becomes a silk gown".Chinese Proverb"

To this day, I remain indebted to these dialysis centers. *Gifts from heaven* can go both ways!

She left BRASS after 5 years of service to join a couple of friends in starting-up a finance related business.

This was with the Central Provident Fund Board (CPF Board), Singapore.
